www.renoearthday.com

Special Invitation

We would like to invite your clients to sponsor the Reno Earth Day event. The event has
grown to a consistent attendance of over 25,000 with substantial media presence. We
have only recently begun tracking the marketing value of the event in terms of
impressions and advertising value, and we believe we can ensure sponsorship is a
valuable investment for sponsors. We are also exceptionally flexible and able to modify
our media approaches to meet the needs of specific sponsors. Please review our
rationales and sponsorship offerings, and we look forward to the opportunity to modify
them where you have suggestions, or tailor them to one of your clients.
Sponsorship Contact: Anastacia Sullivan – 775-762-0651 – renoearthday@gmail.com

Contact: Anastacia Sullivan – 775-762-0651
– renoearthday@gmail.com

Event Description
The Earth Day event at Idlewild Park is unlike any other event in our area, or any other
traditional Earth Day event. Through a philosophy of inclusiveness, the event has become
a forum for all perspectives on the environment, health, expression and collaboration, not
just a special interest group. By opening this perspective on interpretations about how we
interact with the planet, the attendance has become exceptionally diverse, including both
the 300+ exhibitors and the 25,000 total attendance, and continues to grow each year
with no signs of slowing down. The event has also built a strong following over the last 5
years in media sponsors, social media reach, website and brand recognition. We
encourage you to review more information on the event at www.renoearthday.com.

As a special note, while our sponsorship and media programs are designed to maximize
the advertising and marketing value to businesses, our organization is a fully certified
501c3 organization at the state and federal levels, with programs for youth, the arts,
sustainability and economic development. If your client is looking for community
giving/involvement projects, we can also tailor a sponsorship to reflect this.

Sponsorship Opportunities
We have reviewed the event extensively for sponsorship opportunities based on its
current growth, traffic flows, layouts, participants and programs, and added features
to maximize sponsors’ impressions and value for supporting this event.
Please review our rationales and assumptions for value at the end of this
presentation, and the many options for taking advantage of this large festive
gathering of people. A detailed spreadsheet with CPM and AVE assumptions is
attached matching each sponsorship option. All pricing has been developed based on
a 3:1 advertising value. If your goals would like to mix and match, tailor a package
or modify numbers to match your own research, please feel free to request it. We are
extremely flexible and accommodating.

ALL Sponsors will also receive a report card 30 days after the event counting actual
impressions based on the year’s actual attendance, proof of display/posting/ads, and
any additional exposure for the sponsor that the event is able to track (articles, interviews, external linking, shared photos of event presence, mentions in other media,
etc.) For all year or multi-year sponsors, an annual report will be provided.

Contact: Anastacia Sullivan – 775-762-0651
– renoearthday@gmail.com

SPONSORSHIP INFORMATION
The following pages will summarize numerous packages for Sponsorship. However, let
it be known that ALL sponsorship packages also include the following benefits of
general sponsorship. This is added to all packages in this presentation.

Asset/Location

Description

Explanation of Value

General Sponsorship
Just for Sponsoring
Named Sponsors

Total Est.
Impressions

Formulas
Baseline

Every sponsor of the event
% space is higher for higher level
Sponsor signs*3 locs*80% of crowd*25%
Sponsor Signs on site at 3 additional hot
25000
receives these General
sponsorships as logos will be larger and space on sign (for Named, 10% space
locations
otherwise)
Sponsorship IMP
at top of general banner
Added to packages described Dedicated Sponsor Webpage w/ logos and
30% annual hits for dedicated page; 100%
214000
Named are above the fold
links
space for Named; 10% otherwise
below

Media
Type

Hangling Sign(s)

This benefit would be per
sign sponsored

Sponsor Signs on site at 3 additional hot
locations
Dedicated Sponsor Webpage w/ logos and
links

General sponsors are placed below
Naming rights sponsors so value is
reduced
to 10% of space value to reflect this
placement.

Sponsor
Total AVE Price 1:3
ROI

per CPM

# Locs % crowd % space

3

80%

25%

15000

On Site
Signage

1

30% 100%

64200

Digital
Media

79200
Just for Sponsoring

Indiv
Type
Value

27 $

405

$

12 $

770

Named $ 1,175

Sponsor signs*3 locs*80% of crowd*10%
space

25000

3

80%

10%

6000

On Site
Signage

30% annual hits for dedicated page; 10%
space for below fold

214000

1

30%

10%

6420

Digital
Media

12420

$

$

27 $

162

$

12 $

77

Sign Only $

239

In addition, a spreadsheet is attached to detail and describe each promotion avenue,
its estimated impressions and rationale, its formula for calculating total impressions, the
value for specific types of advertising and actual value to client. The spreadsheet
follows the general format of the chart above, allowing you to further tailor figures to
your own needs to match targeted markets or goals.
Contact: Anastacia Sullivan – 775-762-0651
– renoearthday@gmail.com

COMPLIMENTARY EXTRAS
Any sponsorship over $500 is allowed to have a booth at the event at no charge. Not
every client wishes to attend the event, but if they do, they receive the following bonus:
exposure based on their level of sponsorship.

Added Value benefits at no additional costs include:
- All sponsors invited to VIP Appreciation and Awards Ceremony
- Support of Sponsor’s own events during year with activities and volunteers
- Connect Sponsor with volunteer opportunities for employees
- Special award commemorating Sponsor’s support
- Additional media opportunities whenever possible (comes up very often)

Contact: Anastacia Sullivan – 775-762-0651
– renoearthday@gmail.com

STAGE PACKAGES

Stages are the highest traffic, most photographed, videoed and featured areas of the event.
Earth Day hosts several stages to support local music and support the 20 acres of programming.
This chart summarizes the traffic and impressions for stages.
Stages

Total Estimated
Impressions

Total Advertsing
Value

Sponsorship
Price

Hanging Sign at small Stage

68920

$

1,126

$

375

Hanging Sign at Large Stages

98920

$

1,182

$

627 *

Hanging Sign at any 4 stages

358420

$

6,811

$

1,930 ^ & **

Naming Rights to a Stage

1420600

$

16,237

$

5,412 ***

Extras

ALCOHOL STATIONS

These are very high traffic areas for adults age 21+. The event hosts its own alcohol sales,
featuring local breweries and several styles of craft beer, changing every year.
Alcohol

Total Estimated
Impressions

Hanging Sign at any Alcohol Serving Booth

51170

$

1,285

$

Hanging Signs at any 4 Alcohol Serving Booths

322420

$

8,607

$

2,439 ^ & **

Printed Name/logo/slogan on Alcohol Tokens

494238

$

4,925

$

1,642 **

$

6,050

$

2,017 **

$

16,156

$

5,385 ***

Printed Name/logo/slogan on Alcohol
519238
Wristbands
Naming Rights to any specific Alcohol Service
1595000
Booth
* Qualifies for free booth space = additional value of $2955
** Qualifies for free booth space = additional value up to $5285
*** Qualifies for free booth space = additional value up to $6180
^ Price reflects 15% discount for multiple sign package.

Total Advertsing
Value

Sponsorship
Price

Extras

428

FOOD AREAS

Everyone has to eat, so these are some of the busiest areas. They also include seating, a much
sought after amenity at the event.
FOOD

Total Estimated
Impressions

Total Advertsing
Value

Sponsorship
Price

Hanging Sign at any Dining Tent

48420

$

1,211

$

Hanging signs at any 4 Dining Tents

156420

$

4,223

$

Hanging Sign in any Food Service Area

78620

$

2,026

$

675 *

Naming Rights to any Dining Tent

1184800

$

14,662

$

4,887 ***

Extras

404
1,197 ^ & **

RECYCLING STATIONS

Everyone has “trash”, so these are very busy areas. In addition, they are a keystone of the Earth
Day event and are a clean tented station with clear bins and dedicated volunteer staff on hand
to assist and educate people on recycling.
Recycling

Total Estimated
Impressions

Total Advertsing
Value

Hanging Sign at any Recycling Station

112420

$

2,939

$

Hanging Signs at any 4 Recycling Stations

412420

$

11,039

$

3,128 ^ & **

Naming Rights to any Recycling Station

1184800

$

14,662

$

4,887 ***

* Qualifies for free booth space = additional value of $2955
** Qualifies for free booth space = additional value up to $5285
*** Qualifies for free booth space = additional value up to $6180
^ Price reflects 15% discount for multiple sign package.

Contact: Anastacia Sullivan – 775-762-0651
– renoearthday@gmail.com

Sponsorship
Price

Extras

980 **

PUBLIC SERVICE AREAS
High traffic service areas include the following:
Public Service Areas

Total Estimated
Impressions

Total Advertsing
Value

Sponsorship
Price

ATM's - Hang Sign at any ATM location

96420

$

2,507

$

Hang Signs at any 4 ATM locations

348420

$

9,411

$

2,666 ^ & **

Hanging Sign at any Restroom location

159920

$

4,222

$

1,407 **

Hanging Signs at all 3 Restroom Locations

454920

$

12,188

$

3,453 ^ & **

Extras

836 *

EVENT TRANSPORTATION

The event also has several signage options moving throughout the event and surrounding
neighborhood.
Transportation

Total Estimated
Impressions

Hang Sign at 2 Shuttle Stops (one on site and
one off site)

88420

$

2,291

$

764 *

Small sign on back of each shuttle seat

32420

$

779

$

260

Naming Rights to Shuttle Service

1133140

$

13,472

$

4,491 **

Hang Sign on mobile staff carts within event

82420

$

2,129

$

710 *

$

7,799

$

Hang Signs on any 4 mobile staff carts within
292420
event
* Qualifies for free booth space = additional value of $2955
** Qualifies for free booth space = additional value up to $5285

Total Advertsing
Value

^ Price reflects 15% discount for multiple sign package.

Contact: Anastacia Sullivan – 775-762-0651
– renoearthday@gmail.com

Sponsorship
Price

Extras

2,210 ^ & **

SPECIAL HIGH TRAFFIC AREAS
These specialty areas have high traffic and unique applications:
Special High Traffic Areas

Total Estimated
Impressions

Hang Sign at Main Entrance Archway

708220

$

8,886

$

2,962 **

Hang Sign at Main Event Info Booth HQ

122420

$

3,209

$

1,070 **

Hang Sign at Volunteer Booth HQ

27620

$

649

$

216

34670

$

840

$

280

190420

$

5,047

$

Hang Sign at Feedback Station or Voting
Booth
Hang Signs at all 8 Feedback Stations and
Voting booths

Total Advertsing
Value

Sponsorship
Price

Extras

1,430 ^ & **

PROMOTIONAL ITEMS

All promo items are re-useable for lasting impressions and reduction of waste – what a great
combination!
Promotional Items

Total Estimated
Impressions

Water Bottle Sponsor

1242940

$

11,923

$

3,974 **

Reusable Bags Sponsor

1222020

$

11,687

$

3,896 **

Event Official T-Shirts Sponsor

1621515

$

16,088

$

5,363 ***

Other reusable/wearable items chosen by
Vary based on type of
sponsor and distributed at event
item chosen
** Qualifies for free booth space = additional value up to $5285

Total Advertsing
Value

Est. $10-$15k

*** Qualifies for free booth space = additional value up to $6180
^ Price reflects 15% discount for multiple sign package.

Contact: Anastacia Sullivan – 775-762-0651
– renoearthday@gmail.com

Sponsorship
Price

$3-$5k

Extras

**

SPECIAL ACTIVITIES/THEME AREAS
Each area is filled with activities and booths related to the theme or topic:
Special Activity Areas

Total Estimated
Impressions

Total Advertsing
Value

Sponsorship
Price

Prize Gallery (Hang Sign)

59920

$

1,522

$

507 *

Little Explorers' Expedition (Hang Sign)

92420

$

2,399

$

800 *

Workshop Tent (Hang Sign)

63420

$

1,616

$

539 *

Doggie Day Care (Hang Sign)

38020

$

930

$

310

Coloring Murals (Hang Sign)

49220

$

1,233

$

411

Earth Day Games Expo (Hang Sign)

74920

$

1,927

$

642 *

Naming Rights for any area above

Avg. 932100

$

9,007

$

3,002 **

Theme/Topic Areas

Total Estimated
Impressions

Total Advertsing
Value

Sponsorship
Price

Extras

Extras

Future of Transportation (Hang Sign)

77420

$

2,090

$

697 *

Artists' Grove (Hang Sign)

77420

$

2,090

$

697 *

The Garden (Hang Sign)

77420

$

2,090

$

697 *

Earth Day Around the World (Hang Sign)

77420

$

2,090

$

697 *

The Great Outdoors (Hang Sign)

77420

$

2,090

$

697 *

Earth Day Spa (Hang Sign)

77420

$

2,090

$

697 *

Animalia (Hang Sign)

77420

$

2,090

$

697 *

Alt. Energy/Tech (Hang Sign)

77420

$

2,090

$

697

$

15,172

$

Naming Rights for any area above

1249600

* Qualifies for free booth space = additional value of $2955
** Qualifies for free booth space = additional value up to $5285
*** Qualifies for free booth space = additional value up to $6180

*

5,057 ***

SPECIAL ACTIVITIES/THEME AREAS
Feel free to suggest activities that match your goals! The following activities are
organized at the event sometimes, but could easily be committed to for your
sponsorship.
Additional Activities Sometimes Held
Costume Contest/Parade
Creative Writing Contest
Poster Art Contest
Pet Fashion Show
Edible Art Contest
Photo Art Calendar
Scavenger Hunt
Puppy Parade
Earth Day Crawl
Kale Eating Contest
Fashion Show

Please inquire if interested in any of these activities
When held, these activities include their own press releases, posts, webpages, etc.
Naming Rights available for all of these activities.
Contests generally also include after event recognition and extended sponsor benefits.
Please feel free to suggest another activity to match your goals.

Contact: Anastacia Sullivan – 775-762-0651
– renoearthday@gmail.com

RATIONALES FOR CPM & AVE
We understand that counting and evaluating impressions is a difficult and imprecise science. We have performed
considerable research to determine industry averages and how impressions should be counted for an event of this
size. However, we are also outlining our rationales and formulas here so that you, the experts, may adjust them
based on your own knowledge. We have also provided details on demographics so you may zero in on target
markets and adjust values for your clients as well. We hope that our instances of underestimating or
overestimating balance out so that we have presented a solid model for your review.
For all of the impressions counted for the event at this time, we have yet to develop an estimate for Word of
Mouth impressions and the massive social media sharing of the event that takes place. We also have not
quantified the successes of our aggressive press release program yet, but will be counting those for next year.

Counting Impressions
- We have based our impressions estimated on solid numbers where we have them. - - We feel that, based on
the crowd of 25,000, this is probably the figure we have most under-estimated.
- Attendance figures come from a combination of estimates from city, police, attendees and our own on-site
counts.
- We have used concrete baselines wherever possible based in # of votes, # of players, # of participants, etc.
- We have paid attention during the last 5 years to define groups and behaviors for specific areas, stages, assets,
etc. for estimating “camping impressions,” impressions for engaging in an activity or booth, etc.
- We have been very conservative in estimates considering such a large audience.
- Determining the % of audience to be used for calculating impressions is more variable and open to adjustment.
One bonus that we have not included in the impression counts is our extensive press release program. We
have an aggressive press release program for this event that always receives media attention, articles, interviews,
etc. on radio, TV, magazines, and internet. As valuable as these impressions are, we have not yet made a
detailed count of these pick ups, so have not included them in this presentation.
Contact: Anastacia Sullivan – 775-762-0651
– renoearthday@gmail.com

EVALUATING TYPES OF MEDIA
We understand that different types of media have different advertising values, from
television, radio and billboard signage, to mobile signage, digital advertising and
social media. We have assigned an average value to each “type” based on research
of averages online and comparative pricing, attempting to keep it as simple as
possible. However, we have also provided the formulas so that you may adjust the
values if based on your own methods, be more specific about media type or find
ours to be unrepresentative.
This is the measurement, for our purposes, that assigns a % of value for the sponsor
based on amount of space, position/placement, prominence vs. dilution. where other
items are included in the media. For example, if a radio commercial mentions the
sponsor once at the end of a 60 second commercial along with 4 other sponsors, the
% value for the single sponsor might be only 10% of the commercial’s value. Factors
that would increase that % could be if the sponsor is the only name mentioned, if the
commercial is shorter, if the sponsor is mentioned in a more than once, sooner in the
commercial or in the context of highlighted material.

Contact: Anastacia Sullivan – 775-762-0651
– renoearthday@gmail.com

EVENT DEMOGRAPHICS
All figures are based on the 2015 and 2016 event attendance.
Total attendance: 25000
Gender: 50% men and 50% women
Age:
0-12 = 5%
13-20 = 20%
21-39 = 35%
40-59 = 25%
60+ = 15%
Income levels:
0-$9999 = 19% (incl. children, students, part-time)
$10k-$30k = 12%
$31k-$50k = 35%
$51k-$75k = 25%
$75k+ = 9%
Ethnicity: Exceptional mix of all cultural backgrounds from the community.
Locations: 95% of the crowd at this time is assumed to be local. Local is defined as the entire
Reno/Tahoe and Carson City metro areas (including Fernley, Fallon, Gardnerville, Minden,
Tahoe basin, Truckee, Susanville.) The 5% out-of-market crowds at this time come from
Boise, Salt Lake City, southern Oregon and California side of the High Sierras.
Contact: Anastacia Sullivan – 775-762-0651
– renoearthday@gmail.com

INTERESTED IN OTHER PROGRAMS?
Mercury Momentum is a 501c3 that likes to get involved with the community – in fact we are
community driven. Here are some of the programs we have implemented that reflect local
interests – and possibly match your clients’ interests:
Arts and Culture Programs
All the Earth’s a Stage is a program that promotes performing arts, access to arts and
opportunities for local talents by organizing or producing performances throughout the year, incl.
music, theater, dance, comedy, poetry, etc. The program expends every year!
The Artists’ Grove promotes local artists & access to the arts by sponsoring free space for
emerging artists at multiple events, offering small art grants and hosting fun art contests open to
all.
Oktoberfest Harvest Jamboree is a cultural community event resurrected by Mercury to
celebrate and educate about all Germanic cultural traditions in a fun festival environment.
Environmental Programs
Many Spokes for Many Folks (aka MS4MF) promotes bicycling for all reasons and interests by
encouraging cycling to special events.
Reno Earth Day – phenomenal community event that grows every year bringing in all aspects
of the community – arts, sustainability, education, health, activism, community spirit.
Earth Day Every Day hosts special activities throughout the year, including park clean ups,
tree plantings, and recycling for other events. New projects develop every year!
Education Programs
Earth Innovations promotes interest, exploration, industry & innovation in sustainability.
Biggest project is the annual free science fair for all schools where finalists showcase at Earth Day
event and winners receive cash scholarship prizes.
Little Explorers’ Expedition encourages exploration and learning about the world around
you by hosting children’s activities at special events.

Here are some interesting sponsorship opportunities structured similarly to the Earth Day Event. If
you don’t see one for which you would like more information, please do not hesitate to ask!

Earth Innovations
Earth Innovations Program General Sponsor
Naming Rights - Scholarship Prize Sponsor Grand Prize
Naming Rights - Scholarship Prize Sponsor Smaller Prizes
Naming Rights - School Grants Sponsor

Total Estimated
Impressions

Total Advertising
Value

Sponsorship
Price

Special
ROI 1:4

759121

$

9,939

$

2,485 **

1478730

$

19,379

$

4,845 ***

739365

$

9,690

$

2,423 **

1359220

$

11,484

$

2,871 **

** Qualifies for free booth space at Earth day event = additional value up to $5285
*** Qualifies for free booth space at Earth day event = additional value up to $6180

Many Spokes for Many Folks

Total Estimated
Impressions

Total Advertising
Value

Sponsorship
Price

Special
ROI 1:4

MS4MF General Program Sponsor

892294

$

16,575

$

4,144 **

MS4MF Route Sponsor

725731

$

11,161

$

2,790 **

1231893

$

11,802

$

2,950 **

Treasure Hunt Sponsor (Inquire if interested)
MS4MF Promo Item Sponsor

** Qualifies for free booth space at Earth day event = additional value up to $5285

All the Earth's a Stage
Program Sponsor at Reno Earth Day

Total Estimated
Impressions

Total Advertising
Value

Sponsorship
Price

642700

$

11,395

$

Sponsor of Dorothy In Wonderland Play

2800015

$

29,083

$

All Year Program Sponsor

4358015

$

40,114

$

** Qualifies for free booth space at Earth day event = additional value up to $5285
*** Qualifies for free booth space at Earth day event = additional value up to $6180

Specials

ROI 1:3
**
ROI 1:5
5,817
***
ROI 1:5
8,023
***
3,798

Thank you very much for reviewing our information. Please feel free to give honest feedback
and critique. We look forward to the opportunity to answer any questions or work with you to
create something that works. We believe we have some outstanding programs here for which
we do substantial marketing, and of which business partners could take advantage.
I look forward to speaking with you!
Contact: Anastacia Sullivan
Phone: 775-762-0651
Email: renoearthday@gmail.com

Contact: Anastacia Sullivan – 775-762-0651
– renoearthday@gmail.com

